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Abstract

Little has been seismically imaged through the lithosphere and mantle at rifted margins across the continent-ocean transition.

A 2014-2015 community seismic experiment deployed broadband seismic instruments across the shoreline of the eastern North

American rifted margin. Previous shear-wave splitting along the margin shows several perplexing patterns of anisotropy, and

by proxy, mantle flow. Neither margin parallel offshore fast azimuths nor null splitting on the continental coast obviously

accord with absolute plate motion, paleo-spreading, or rift-induced anisotropy. Splitting measurements, however, offer no

depth constraints on anisotropy. Additionally, mantle structure has not yet been imaged in detail across the continent-ocean

transition. We used teleseismic S, SKS, SKKS, and PKS splitting and differential travel times recorded on ocean-bottom

seismometers, regional seismic networks, and EarthScope Transportable Array stations to conduct joint isotropic/anisotropic

tomography across the margin. The velocity model reveals a transition from fast, thick, continental keel to low velocity,

thinned lithosphere eastward. Imaged short wavelength velocity anomalies can be explained by edge-driven convection. We

also find layered anisotropy. The anisotropic fast polarization is parallel to the margin within the asthenosphere. This suggests

margin parallel flow beneath the plate. The lower oceanic lithosphere preserves paleo-spreading-parallel anisotropy, while the

continental lithosphere has complex anisotropy reflecting several Wilson cycles. These results demonstrate the complex and

active nature of a margin which is traditionally considered tectonically inactive.
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Abstract14

Little has been seismically imaged through the lithosphere and mantle at rifted margins15

across the continent-ocean transition. A 2014-2015 community seismic experiment de-16

ployed broadband seismic instruments across the shoreline of the eastern North Amer-17

ican rifted margin. Previous shear-wave splitting along the margin shows several per-18

plexing patterns of anisotropy, and by proxy, mantle flow. Neither margin parallel off-19

shore fast azimuths nor null splitting on the continental coast obviously accord with ab-20

solute plate motion, paleo-spreading, or rift-induced anisotropy. Splitting measurements,21

however, offer no depth constraints on anisotropy. Additionally, mantle structure has not22

yet been imaged in detail across the continent-ocean transition. We used teleseismic S,23

SKS, SKKS, and PKS splitting and differential travel times recorded on ocean-bottom24

seismometers, regional seismic networks, and EarthScope Transportable Array stations25

to conduct joint isotropic/anisotropic tomography across the margin. The velocity model26

reveals a transition from fast, thick, continental keel to low velocity, thinned lithosphere27

eastward. Imaged short wavelength velocity anomalies can be explained by edge-driven28

convection. We also find layered anisotropy. The anisotropic fast polarization is paral-29

lel to the margin within the asthenosphere. This suggests margin parallel flow beneath30

the plate. The lower oceanic lithosphere preserves paleo-spreading-parallel anisotropy,31

while the continental lithosphere has complex anisotropy reflecting several Wilson cy-32

cles. These results demonstrate the complex and active nature of a margin which is tra-33

ditionally considered tectonically inactive.34

Plain Language Summary35

North America was once connected to Africa, but the continents rifted apart and36

are now separated by the Atlantic Ocean. The nature of rifting on land has been thor-37

oughly studied. However, it is much more difficult to study the offshore region where the38

thinned continent pinches out and the tectonic plate transitions to sea-floor produced39

after continental breakup. Using a new dataset from ocean-bottom seismic stations, we40

construct a 3-D image of seismic wavespeeds, which are diagnostic of rock type and tem-41

perature. We also image seismic anisotropy, which is the directional dependence of seis-42

mic velocity. Anisotropy is often used as a proxy for the direction of stretching or man-43

tle flow. We find wavespeed anomalies diagnostic of convective cells driven by a step in44

the thickness of the lithosphere. The anisotropy models suggests that, in this region, the45

mantle beneath the plates is currently flowing along the margin. Within the tectonic plates,46

the mantle preserves anisotropy developed during cycles of rifting and collision. These47

seismic wavespeed and anisotropy models demonstrate the complex and active nature48

of a continental margin that is traditionally considered tectonically inactive.49

1 Introduction50

Continental rifting (e.g., McKenzie, 1978; Wernicke, 1985) and sea-floor spread-51

ing (e.g., Hess, 1962; Vine & Mathews, 1963) are fundamental tectonic processes. The52

transition from continental rifting to the production of seafloor and thus continental drift-53

ing, however, remains unclear (e.g., Kendall et al., 2005; Shillington et al., 2006; Van Aven-54

donk et al., 2006; Crosby et al., 2008; Begg et al., 2009; Huismans & Beaumont, 2011;55

Yuan et al., 2017; Larsen et al., 2018). Seismic resolution across the rift-drift transition,56

particularly in the mantle, is extremely limited due to the sparsity of broadband ocean-57

bottom seismometers (OBSs) offshore at rifted margins.58

The eastern North American passive margin (ENAM) is an excellent location to59

study the tectonics of the rifted continent-ocean transition (COT). ENAM is a mature60

passive margin resulting from the rifting of Pangaea at ∼230-200 Ma (Withjack et al.,61

2012). There has been relatively little deformation at ENAM since the transition from62

rifting to continental drifting in the Jurassic (Schlische, 2003; Withjack & Schlische, 2005).63
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Structures associated with rifting along the margin are thus likely unperturbed and can64

offer insights into rifting processes.65

ENAM is a natural laboratory for studying rifting processes (Worthington et al.,66

2021). It was selected as a primary site for a Geodynamic Processes at Rifting and Sub-67

ducting Margins (GeoPRISMS) community seismic experiment (CSE) (Lynner et al., 2020).68

Thirty broadband OBSs were deployed in 2014-15, while the Transportable Array (TA)69

was in the eastern US (Figure 1). The TA provided excellent on-land broadband seis-70

mic coverage in the eastern US throughout 2012-2015, supporting interrogation of the71

continent. Combined, the ENAM-CSE and TA provide dense, co-temporal seismic data72

coverage crossing the COT. The ENAM-CSE constitutes one of the only rifted-margin73

crossing broadband OBS datasets, which is capable of interrogating a rifted COT in the74

mantle. This dataset has already been utilized for crustal-scale ambient noise tomogra-75

phy (Lynner & Porritt, 2017; Li & Gao, 2019), shear-wave splitting analyses (Lynner &76

Bodmer, 2017), multi-channel reflection imaging (Bécel et al., 2020), and crustal to uppermost-77

mantle tomography based on wide-angle seismic data (Shuck et al., 2019). However, no78

margin-spanning body-wave velocity or 3-D anisotropy models have been developed that79

illuminate the offshore mantle with the coverage offered by these OBSs, leaving mantle80

structure and flow across the COT largely unknown.81

1.1 The ENAM continent-ocean transition82

During continental breakup, the lithosphere thins (e.g., Wernicke, 1985; Ziegler &83

Cloetingh, 2004; Crosby et al., 2008; Huismans & Beaumont, 2011). However, it is un-84

known whether there is a transition in plate thickness, wavespeed, or other properties85

across the ENAM COT. It is also unknown to what extent the oceanic lithosphere has86

thermally grown in with time. It is not known whether the lithosphere-asthenosphere87

boundary bears a signature of the COT (e.g., Yuan et al., 2017) because the lithospheric88

and mantle structure at the COT has not been imaged in detail.89

Several studies have used dense on-land seismic coverage to image the ENAM con-90

tinental crust and mantle (e.g., Forte et al., 2007; Van Der Lee et al., 2008; Bedle & van der91

Lee, 2009; Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Biryol et al., 2016; Pollitz & Mooney, 2016; Savage92

et al., 2017; Golos et al., 2018; Wagner et al., 2018; Savage, 2021). These informed the93

continent’s lithospheric structure, which contains a mid-lithospheric discontinuity in the94

continental interior, thins toward the ocean, and is highly thinned at the Harrisonburg95

anomaly (HA) in Virginia (e.g., Abt et al., 2010; Byrnes et al., 2019; Savage, 2021). How-96

ever, studies to date have focused primarily on continental structures and have not in-97

corporated the new OBS data.98

Utilizing ENAM-CSE OBSs, recent Rayleigh wave ambient noise phase velocity to-99

mography has shown crustal thinning across the margin and a correlation between the100

East Coast Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) and a region of thinned crust (Lynner & Por-101

ritt, 2017). Full-waveform ambient-noise tomography reinforced these results (Li & Gao,102

2019). The presence of the ECMA at the edge of the margin suggests that it is corre-103

lated with the first oceanic material emplaced after rifting. Active source results show104

that the crust is thin (down to about 6-8 km) and highly faulted between the ECMA105

and the Blake Spur magnetic anomaly (BSMA) (Shuck et al., 2019; Bécel et al., 2020),106

which is approximately 100-200 km east of the ECMA. The localized, thin crust suggests107

that a ∼ 150 km swath of crust between the magnetic anomalies is proto-oceanic and108

formed during ultra-slow spreading. The crust thickens to about 8.5-10 km and attains109

a smoother topography at the BSMA. This may imply that full sea-floor spreading did110

not initiate until the emplacement of BSMA (∼ 170 Ma).111

Ambient noise surface waves and long-offset refraction data are primarily sensitive112

to structure in the crust. The relationship of the lithospheric mantle wavespeed struc-113

ture and crystalline fabric to crustal structure, magnetic anomalies, and stages of rift-114
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Figure 1. Map of the study area, showing stations used in our inversion (inverted triangles

and white circles) and previous splitting measurements (Long et al., 2016; Lynner & Bodmer,

2017; Yang et al., 2017) that we averaged at each station. Splitting measurements are black lines

centered at stations. Stations with dominantly null splitting are white circles. These null split-

ting stations had quality null arrivals and no split arrivals in Lynner and Bodmer (2017) and

Long et al. (2016), but may still have split arrivals in Yang et al. (2017). For non-null splitting

stations, the OBSs and land stations that were deployed as part of the ENAM-CSE are yellow

triangles, the TA is dark blue triangles, and other networks are light blue triangles. The white

line shows the boundary between stations where we measured splitting and stations where we

only measured differential travel times. We also show splitting averages outside our seismometer

array, where stations are indicated as small black dots. The Appalachian (App) and Grenville

(GV) province boundaries are indicated by brown lines. The low velocity Harrisonburg anomaly

(HA) is indicated with a pink, dashed circle (HA location is from our results; see also Biryol et

al., 2016; Pollitz & Mooney, 2016; Savage, 2021). The pink triangle is the approximate location

of Eocene volcanics (Mazza et al., 2014). Arrows at bottom right show approximate directions

of Paleo-spreading (PS) (Becker et al., 2014) and plate-motion in no-net-rotation (NNR; DeMets

et al., 2010) and hot-spot (HS3; Gripp & Gordon, 2002) reference frames. We highlighted the

Positive Gravity anomaly (PGA) based on Sandwell and Smith (2009). We highlighted magnetic

anomalies (BMA, ECMA, BSMA) based on Maus et al. (2009). South Georgia Rift basin (SGR)

modified from Akintunde et al. (2014) and Chowns and Williams (1983). OBSs: ocean-bottom

seismometers. ENAM-CSE: Eastern North American margin community seismic experiment.

TA: Transportable Array. HA: Harrisonburg anomaly. SGR: South Georgia Rift basin. App: Ap-

palachian. GV: Grenville province. BMA: Brunswick Magnetic Anomaly. PGA: Positive Gravity

Anomaly. ECMA: East Coast Magnetic Anomaly. BSMA: Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly. PS:

Paleo-spreading direction. NNR: No-net-rotation reference frame. HS3: Hot-spot reference frame.
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ing remains unknown. Here, we image the structure of the lithosphere at the COT. We115

investigate how the structures are associated with the transition from continental break116

up to continental spreading and how the lithosphere has subsequently been modified.117

1.2 Mantle flow118

Several important geodynamic phenomena have been proposed at ENAM (e.g., Long119

et al., 2010). Fouch et al. (2000) showed that shear-wave splitting within the continent120

is consistent with a model where mantle flow is redirected by a deep continental litho-121

spheric keel to flow perpendicular to the margin. Low shear velocity near ENAM could122

indicate volatile abundance and upwelling material associated with subducted Farallon123

slab (Van Der Lee et al., 2008). The strong horizontal temperature gradient in the man-124

tle near the cratonic edge (the “keel”) can induce edge-driven convection (EDC) (e.g.,125

King & Ritsema, 2000; Ramsay & Pysklywec, 2011; Savage et al., 2017). EDC has been126

invoked to explain specific seismic velocity features at ENAM (e.g., Savage et al., 2017).127

Conversely, the slow velocity features may indicate lithoshperic delamination and astheno-128

spheric upwelling, which could also account for enigmatic Eocene volcanism (Figure 1;129

e.g. Mazza et al., 2014; Biryol et al., 2016). Margin-parallel shear-wave splitting results130

offshore have been interpreted as reflecting large scale density-driven flow (Lynner & Bod-131

mer, 2017).132

Observational constraints on mantle flow at ENAM, particularly beneath the ocean,133

are limited (e.g., Yuan et al., 2011; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017; Yang et al., 2017). Seis-134

mic anisotropy is a crucial observational constraint on mantle flow. Our joint velocity/anisotropy135

tomography model, with sensitivity extending through the asthenosphere, is poised to136

address mantle flow near the COT of ENAM.137

1.3 Anisotropy and shear-wave splitting138

Seismic anisotropy measurements can offer insight into patterns of mantle defor-139

mation (e.g., Silver, 1996; Long & Becker, 2010; Skemer & Hansen, 2016). Deformation140

via dislocation creep produces a crystallographic preferred orientation (CPO) due to het-141

erogeneity in the strength of internal slip systems (Karato & Wu, 1993; Maupin & Park,142

2007; Karato et al., 2008). Olivine CPO produced in this way is one of the dominant anisotropic143

signatures associated with mantle flow. Other phenomena can also result in seismic anisotropy,144

including aligned fractures or melt pockets (e.g., Vauchez et al., 2000; Kendall et al., 2005).145

Shear-wave splitting is a common method used to examine seismic anisotropy (Silver146

& Chan, 1991). Solutions to the Christoffel equation generally give three wave speeds147

and particle motion polarizations corresponding to a P wave and two quasi-S waves (Maupin148

& Park, 2007). Because the quasi-S waves travel at different velocities in an anisotropic149

medium, a time delay between them can accrue. Using the polarization and time delay150

between the quasi-S waves, the strength and orientation of anisotropy can be inferred.151

There is a first-order question across the ENAM whether CPO fabrics and anisotropy152

are dominated by recent processes or record deformation associated with continental breakup.153

If associated with recent processes, splitting may align with absolute plate motion or paleo-154

spreading in the ocean (e.g., Silver, 1996; Long et al., 2010; Becker et al., 2014). If re-155

lated to past deformational events, splitting may align with tectonic boundaries (e.g.,156

Silver, 1996; Long et al., 2010). SK(K)S phase splitting across the ENAM exhibits a com-157

plex pattern of anisotropy that does not fit with either simple explanation. A region of158

dominantly null and very weak splitting on the continent (Figure 1; Wagner et al., 2012;159

Long et al., 2016) might be caused by roughly isotropic material, vertical mantle flow,160

or depth varying anisotropy that effectively cancels. Further, splitting at the OBSs re-161

veals margin-parallel fast-axes (Figure 1; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017). This is neither con-162

sistent with paleo-spreading parallel frozen-in anisotropy in the lithosphere nor absolute-163
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plate-motion-parallel anisotropy in the sheared asthenosphere (e.g. Becker et al., 2014).164

Lynner and Bodmer (2017) proposed the splitting is a consequence of modern margin165

parallel mantle flow. However, splitting of S(K)KS phases provides few constraints on166

the depth of anisotropy in the upper mantle, making it difficult to interpret what geo-167

dynamic processes are occurring (e.g., Long et al., 2016; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017; Yang168

et al., 2017).169

In this paper, we provide the first high resolution constraints on 3-D anisotropy and170

velocity heterogeneity across the COT of the rifted ENAM with sensitivity through the171

lithosphere-asthenosphere system. We obtained improved anisotropic depth resolution172

by combining S -phase splitting (e.g., Hammond & Toomey, 2003; Boyd et al., 2004) with173

S(K)KS and PKS phases in a tomographic method (Eilon et al., 2016). We used a 1500-174

km-wide seismic array of broadband stations to produce a model that extends from the175

Appalachians to ∼ 300 km offshore (Figure 1). We interrogate anisotropy that devel-176

oped during previous tectonic events, and utilize anisotropy to inform modern astheno-177

spheric flow. We utilize isotropic velocity heterogeneity to interrogate the structure of178

the mantle, which further informs geodynamic processes, as well as to understand the179

lithospheric-scale structure of the rift and transition from continent to ocean.180

2 Methods181

We applied a joint velocity and anisotropy tomography method which uses differ-182

ential travel times and splitting times of S, SK(K)S, and PKS phases to simultaneously183

solve for 3-D seismic velocity (synonymous with wavespeed) and azimuthal anisotropy184

(Eilon et al., 2016). Inversions which assume no anisotropy can produce significantly bi-185

ased velocity models (Bezada et al., 2016). In addition to providing new depth constraints186

on anisotropic structure, an important strength of this approach is that it addresses the187

trade-off between anisotropic and isotropic controls on travel times (Eilon et al., 2016).188

We used broadband data from the ENAM-CSE (up to 1.5 years of data from 30189

OBSs and 3 land seismometers), the Transportable Array (TA) (which was present in190

the eastern U.S. from 2011-2015), and several regional networks for a total of 245 sta-191

tions (Figure 1). Our earthquake selection criteria (Section S1.1) leave 2326 earthquakes192

which we evaluated from January 2003 to May 2020.193

We first measured shear wave splitting times jointly with differential travel times194

(Section 2.1). We used an augmented multi-channel cross-correlation (MCCC) approach195

(Eilon et al., 2016). Splitting times were measured as either margin-parallel fast (pos-196

itive) or margin-perpendicular fast (negative) (Figure 2). Splitting times constrain anisotropy.197

We jointly measured differential travel times, relative to the arrival times predicted by198

the IASP91 1-D velocity model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991), between all stations. The199

primary role of the differential travel times is to constrain isotropic velocity, although200

they also inform anisotropy.201

Splitting and differential travel times were the input for the tomographic method202

(Section 2.2; Figure 3, 4, and 5). We decompose velocities into margin parallel (V‖) and203

perpendicular (V⊥) components (Figure 4). We jointly invert these velocities using our204

splitting and differential travel times (Eilon et al., 2016). Isotropic velocity is simply
(
V‖ + V⊥

)
/2.205

Velocity is reported as percent deviation from each layer’s average. Differential travel206

times cannot constrain absolute velocity; by construction, velocity deviations within each207

layer have an average of zero. Azimuthal anisotropy strength is simply
(
V‖ − V⊥

)
/
(
V‖ + V⊥

)
,208

so positive values indicate margin-parallel fast and negative values indicate margin-perpendicular209

fast (Figure 4).210
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Figure 2. Inverted differential travel times for teleseismic S, S(K)KS, and PKS phases po-

larized parallel and perpendicular to the symmetry axis, δT‖ and δT⊥, as well as the measured

splitting times, dTsplt. Each measurement is plotted as a line that points toward the earthquake.

Note that smaller array bounds are used for measuring splitting to avoid anisotropy with non-

constant geometries.
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A

A’

Figure 3. Final isotropic shear velocity model. Each layer shows percent deviation from the

layer’s average velocity. “Shallow” is our shallowest layer. It contains structure which is too

shallow to be vertically resolved and is essentially averaged above ∼ 70 km. Positive Gravity

Anomaly (PGA), drawn based on Sandwell and Smith (2009), shown on shallow depth slice as

magenta line. Magnetic anomalies, drawn based on Maus et al. (2009), shown on 70 km slice as

brown lines. From west to east, they are the BMA, ECMA, and BSMA. Models are only plotted

where hit quality exceeds 0.7. The dashed gray contour shows where semblance (a measurement

of the similarity between synthetic input and output checkerboard models) exceeds 0.8. Red and

green dots on the 115 km slice border the high topography region of the Appalachians. PGA:

Positive Gravity Anomaly. BMA: Brunswick Magnetic Anomaly. ECMA: East Coast Magnetic

Anomaly. BSMA: Blake Spur Magnetic Anomaly.
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Figure 4. Final anisotropy model. See Figure 3 for description of shallow layer, potential field

contours, and masking based on hit quality and semblance. Blue indicates margin-parallel-fast

anisotropy and red indicates margin-perpendicular-fast anisotropy. Anisotropy is assumed to

be 0 beneath 300 km. The black contour on the “shallow” slice is the region within which we

measured splitting times.

2.1 Anisotropic multi-channel cross-correlation211

To jointly measure splitting and differential travel times, we used the augmented212

multi-channel cross-correlation (MCCC) method of Eilon et al. (2016). This augmented213

method builds on traditional MCCC (Section S1; VanDecar & Crosson, 1990). We as-214

sume a constant horizontal hexagonal symmetry axis with orientation φ = N33◦E. The215

fixed symmetry axis is not equivalent to assuming a fixed fast splitting orientation. Rather,216

we assume that structure will be organized according to the tectonic geometry: either217

margin-parallel or margin-perpendicular fast. This geometry is seen in the OBS split-218

ting measurements (which have an average fast polarization of N33◦E: Lynner & Bod-219

mer, 2017) as well as splitting measurements in the Appalachians (Figure 1; Long et al.,220

2016). The assumed anisotropy can produce split quasi-S waves polarized approximately221

parallel and perpendicular to φ. These have differential travel times δT‖ and δT⊥, re-222

spectively. The difference between these times at a station is the splitting time dTsplt.223

By incorporating both quasi-S waves into MCCC, we simultaneously measured all three224

delay times. In detail, the relative amplitude of both quasi-S waves, and thus the fea-225

sibility of measuring splitting, depends on a wave’s particle motion polarization (Section226

S1.2). For some earthquakes, we can only measure δT‖ or δT⊥.227

We require a constant assumed symmetry axis direction for the tomography method228

to work. We evaluated whether the preponderance of SKS splits at any station is con-229

cordant with the assumed symmetry. This is quantified as previous splitting fast polar-230

izations being on average within ∼ 25◦ of parallel or perpendicular to the assumed sym-231

metry axis (Figure S1). We only measured splitting times and carry out anisotropic to-232

mography in this region. Outside this region, we measured differential travel times only233

and conducted only isotropic tomography, fixing anisotropy to zero (Figure 2 and 4). Fi-234
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 fast
 fast

∥⊥

Figure 5. Cross-sections of the velocity (top) and anisotropy (bottom) models. Contours

of anisotropy are shown on top of the velocity figure at ±0.4%, 0.75%, 1.1%, and 1.45%. Ele-

vation lines are blue in the ocean and green on land. The red and green dots on the elevation

line correspond to the same dots in Figure 3. Mantle transition zone lines are shown at 410 km

and 660 km. The approximate dislocation creep regime base is indicated as a red line at 300

km depth. We assumed no anisotropy beneath 300 km, which is greyed out. The Moho depth

(Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Shuck et al., 2019) is shown as a solid black line. The approximate,

interpreted lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary is shown as a black dashed line. Cross-sections

run from northwest to southeast (A-A’ in Figure 3). Only portions of the model where the hit

quality is greater than 0.7 is shown. The dashed gray contour shows where semblance (a mea-

surement of the similarity between synthetic input and output checkerboard models) exceeds 0.8.

GV: Grenville province. HA: Harrisonburg anomaly. Pied: Piedmont. CP: Coastal plains. PGA:

Positive Gravity Anomaly. ECMA: East Coast Magnetic Anomaly. BSMA: Blake Spur Magnetic

Anomaly.
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nally, we down-weighted splitting measurements made where the measured symmetry235

axis deviates from our assumed symmetry axis. We weighted measurements by
√
| (45◦ −∆φ) |/45◦236

where ∆φ is the difference between our assumed symmetry axis and the mean fast po-237

larization of literature measurements within the proximity of a station (“splitting mis-238

orientation” in Figure S1).239

Our method also assumes that symmetry axes are horizontal, and it is not sensi-240

tive to radial anisotropy. Any radial anisotropy will be mapped into our results, but only241

weakly. This effect is well within the uncertainty of the data (Eilon et al., 2016). Vari-242

ations in anisotropy orientation with depth could be further problematic. A lack of strong243

back-azimuthal variability in splitting measurements offers some support that layered244

anisotropic fabrics are either parallel or perpendicular to each other where we measure245

splitting times (Yang et al., 2017). Our method is optimal for such layering. We veri-246

fied that the complexity of splitting at ENAM is consistent with our simplified anisotropic247

orientation, supporting that the first order azimuthal anisotropy can be captured by our248

inversion.249

The supplementary information (Section S1) describes quality control and data pro-250

cessing steps used when measuring splitting and travel times, as well as how we incor-251

porated multiple MCCC datasets for different sub-regions (Section S1.1), along with split-252

ting measurements from the literature (Long et al., 2016; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017; Yang253

et al., 2017).254

2.2 Tomography255

We jointly inverted the velocity and anisotropy models using the splitting and dif-256

ferential travel times. It is not feasible to independently resolve the number of param-257

eters required to describe even relatively simple hexagonal anisotropic elasticity. This258

is largely due to inherent non-linearities and the limits of the data. Instead, we followed259

the methodology of Eilon et al. (2016) in applying several key assumptions to parsimo-260

niously parameterize the anisotropic elastic tensor (Section S2). This approach reduces261

the required parameters at each model node to two: the velocities of shear waves trav-262

eling vertically with particle motion polarities parallel (V‖) and perpendicular (V⊥) to263

the anisotropic symmetry axis. These parameters easily translate to isotropic velocity264

and anisotropy. Based on simplified formulae for Vsh and Vsv (Section S2), we then cal-265

culated the differential travel times (δT‖, δT⊥), and splitting times (dTsplt).266

We applied a priori crustal corrections to account for the influence of known crustal267

heterogeneity on differential travel times (Section S3; Figure S2; e.g., Sandoval et al., 2004).268

We additionally solved for event and station static terms for splitting and differential travel269

times (Section S3). The static terms account for heterogeneity outside the model. We270

accounted for finite frequency effects using a first Fresnel zone paraxial approximation271

(Section S4), which is updated from Schmandt and Humphreys (2010) and Eilon et al.272

(2015).273

The discretization and ray geometry influence where the model is reliably recov-274

ered. The model space extends from 30 km to 1080 km depth, with inter-node vertical275

spacing that increases linearly with depth from 40 km to 100 km. Above the depth where276

rays cross (∼ 70 km), the inversion cannot accurately constrain the depth of heterogene-277

ity. The delay times are still sensitive to structure in this depth range, and structure here278

will be mapped into station static terms or the shallow portion of the model. We dis-279

play the 30 km “shallow structure” layer (Figure 3 and 4) because, although structure280

here is formally not vertically resolved, this layer still illuminates important lateral het-281

erogeneity. The horizontal span of the model is between latitudes 25◦N and 46◦N and282

longitudes 96◦W and 63◦W. This includes a buffer region beyond the seismic array on283

all sides, required for well-behaved tomography. We do not interpret or display struc-284
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ture in this buffer region. Horizontal node spacing within the seismometer array is 40285

km.286

We addressed the mixed-determined tomographic inverse problem using smoothed,287

damped, least squares (e.g., Menke, 2012). This is equivalent to imposing a priori as-288

sumptions of relatively simple structure and relatively modest perturbations in veloc-289

ity and anisotropy. We used “L-tests” to determine the appropriate regularization pa-290

rameters (Section S5; Figure S3).291

Anisotropy in the upper mantle is dominantly controlled by the CPO of olivine.292

This conventionally develops through deformation within the dislocation creep regime.293

However, with increasing depth, the dominant deformation mechanism of olivine in the294

mantle transitions from dislocation to diffusion creep (Karato & Wu, 1993). In 1-D Earth295

reference models, anisotropy (Vsh/Vsv) tends toward zero by about 300 km depth (Chang296

et al., 2015). This is much shallower than the base of our model. To prevent erroneous297

mapping of anisotropy to depths where CPO, and hence anisotropic fabrics, is unlikely,298

our preferred models assume zero anisotropy beneath 300 km depth. For completeness,299

we also present models where this assumption is relaxed (Figure S4 and S5). As expected,300

in this case, anisotropy extends deeper than the anticipated dislocation creep regime. How-301

ever, we find that upper mantle features that we interpret remain.302

We evaluated how simplifications regarding wave polarization in the forward model303

(Section S2) might bias the data fit. We conducted a synthetic splitting test with a more304

complete parameterization. We propagated Gaussian pulses through our anisotropic model305

along a given ray path, solving the full Christoffel equation in each layer to find quasi-306

S wave velocities and polarizations. These calculations utilized the back-azimuths and307

ray parameters from the actual data. In each layer, we sequentially apply splitting to308

the wavelet. At the top of the model, we measured splitting parameters on the final syn-309

thetic waveform using transverse energy minimization, mimicking the processing of real310

splitting data (Silver & Chan, 1991). Figure S6 shows one example resulting transverse311

energy surface. The resulting synthetic fast polarizations closely match observed split-312

ting fast polarizations from the literature over the vast majority of the region (Figure313

6). The only notable exception is in the north of our model, where isolated synthetic split314

fast polarizations approach orthogonal to their literature counterparts. This mismatch315

is primarily at stations where Long et al. (2016) measured only nulls. Other Splitting316

measurements in the literature become highly variable here, for example rotating from317

margin parallel to perpendicular across the MAGIC array just north of our study region318

(Aragon et al., 2017). Our synthetic splitting delay times are small here (<∼ 0.3 s), which319

is consistent with previous null measurements at those stations, and we place low em-320

phasis on the polarization of the almost null synthetic splits.321

3 Results322

3.1 Delay times and shear wave splitting323

We used MCCC to measure splitting and differential travel times. The well-aligned324

and linearized waveforms after undoing the effects of splitting indicate success of the ap-325

proach (Figure S7). Weighted variance reduction for differential travel times (δT‖ and326

δT⊥) is 66.4%, and for splitting times (dTsplt) is 74.3%. On average, particle motion el-327

lipticity for splitting-corrected shear waves is 51% the original ellipticity. We calculated328

ellipticity as the ratio of eigenvalues in the particle motion covariance matrix (e.g., Sil-329

ver & Chan, 1991). Of the 2326 earthquakes, we applied MCCC to 742, yielding 48, 428330

delay and splitting measurements (Figures 2 and S8). The remaining earthquakes were331

rejected based on the quality control criteria (e.g., poor signal-to-noise ratio or poorly332

aligned waveforms after applying MCCC: Section S1.1).333
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Figure 6. Results of synthetic splitting tests applied to rays for which splitting has been

measured in the literature (Long et al., 2016; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017; Yang et al., 2017). We

calculated these by first synthetically splitting waveforms and then measuring splitting using

transverse energy minimization. This synthetic splitting method is not dependent on the simpli-

fying assumptions regarding waveform polarization from Section 2.2 and S2. The orientations of

black and blue lines indicate fast polarizations, and line lengths indicate splitting delay times.

Background color indicates the angular misorientation between our synthetic splits and split-

ting measurements from the literature, which is interpolated to 2-D using a Gaussian filter.

Green/white circles indicate stations identified as null splitting stations in Long et al. (2016). We

did not apply this analysis where we did not measure splitting, outside the thick black line.
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The differential travel times show up to ∼ 1.5 s fast arrivals in the Grenville oro-334

genic belt and up to ∼ 1.3 s slow arrivals at the Harrisonburg Anomaly (HA) near the335

Virginia/West Virginia border (Figure 2 and S8). The splitting times indicate dominantly336

margin-parallel-fast splitting offshore. They also show dominantly margin-parallel-fast337

anisotropy near North/South Carolina within a region encompassed by small splitting338

times, consistent with Long et al. (2016). Different from most previous literature, we mea-339

sured margin-perpendicular splitting over parts of the coastal plains (e.g., Long et al.,340

2016; Yang et al., 2017). However, these measurements are consistent with the transi-341

tion from margin parallel to perpendicular splitting moving oceanward across the MAGIC342

seismometer array north of our study region (Aragon et al., 2017). Splitting measure-343

ments can often be resolved only if the delay times are fairly large (e.g., at least 0.5 s344

splitting using periods longer than 8 s in Long et al., 2016). MCCC improves precision345

over single station measurements (VanDecar & Crosson, 1990), allowing us to identify346

splitting trends where splitting times are small.347

3.2 Resolution348

We conducted synthetic checkerboard resolution tests with approximately 2◦ sized349

checkers (Figures S9 and S10). Beneath 300 km, structure is more smeared and reduced350

in amplitude, but is still recovered. The edges of the plotted model are notably less well351

resolved than the center by ∼ 400 km depth. While velocity heterogeneity is partially352

resolved beneath 400 km onshore, Figure S9 suggests we should not interpret > 400 km353

deep velocity anomalies offshore. Anisotropy checkers are well resolved above 300 km.354

We calculated semblance, comparing the original and inverted checkerboard mod-355

els within 260 km radius from each model node (Zelt, 1998). We found semblance > 0.8356

corresponds to checkers that we consider well resolved (Figure S9 and S10). We do not357

interpret, and suggest caution, regarding features where semblance is lower. Hit qual-358

ity assesses the number of and back-azimuthal distribution of rays throughout model.359

We do not plot the model where hit quality < 0.7 (this value is roughly consistent with360

semblance < 0.8 in the shallow part of the model).361

We conducted spike tests to further assess resolution (Section S6; e.g., Rickers et362

al., 2013; Rawlinson & Spakman, 2016). These approximate the impulse response of the363

inversion (Menke, 2012). We used a spherical spike centered at 165 km depth with 85364

km radius (Figure S11 and S12). The output structures had vertical smearing over ap-365

proximately 200 km (Figure S11 and S12). Velocity and anisotropy amplitude was re-366

duced by ∼ 40%. Smearing and reduced amplitude are normal consequences of damp-367

ing and smoothing. The spike test demonstrates independence of anisotropy and veloc-368

ity. For the velocity spike test with 0% anisotropy input, the maximum inverted anisotropy369

magnitude was 0.15%. The anisotropy spike test showed maximum inverted dV of 0.06%.370

The basic input structure is clearly represented in the output structures, despite some371

normal distortions.372

Squeezing tests indicate the depth to which the data require structure (Section S7;373

Figure S13). They suggest that velocity heterogeneity is required to at least 660 km depth,374

which is the limit of our interpretations. Squeezing tests also suggests that noise and velocity-375

anisotropy trade-off are erroneously mapped toward to base of the anisotropy model. This376

corroborates our decision to enforce zero anisotropy beneath 300 km depth, the approx-377

imate dislocation creep regime depth (Chang et al., 2015).378

3.2.1 Synthetic resolution tests for specific features379

To understand how specific features of interest might be imaged in our models, we380

conducted synthetic input-output tests using structures which match different regional381

predictions (Figure S14 and S15). We included features within our final models which382
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we seek to interpret. Key input velocity features included a fast, thick, Precambrian litho-383

sphere in the northwest of the model and the slow Harrisonburg Anomaly (HA) (Fig-384

ure S14). The main features we interpret, above about 400 km, are all well resolved. The385

HA was recovered with smearing over approximately 100 km. High velocity anomalies386

at the continent-ocean transition (COT) were recovered well. Two deep anomalies within387

our models, a high velocity anomaly centered near 500 km depth and a low velocity anomaly388

centered near 800 km, were recovered in shape but with only about 30% of their orig-389

inal amplitude. This suggests caution for interpreting mantle transition zone and deeper390

mantle features, which are not our focus.391

The anisotropy input models included two scenarios (Figure S15). For the offshore392

region, we tested 1.5% paleo-spreading parallel (margin-perpendicular) fast frozen-in litho-393

spheric anisotropy overlying an equal magnitude margin parallel mantle-flow induced anisotropy.394

In the continent, we tested a lithospheric layer overlying an asthenospheric layer. This395

anisotropy could cause previously observed null splitting (Long et al., 2016). Both lay-396

ers were recovered offshore with approximately 50% amplitude loss and a lateral limit397

to good lithospheric layer recovery about 200 km from the continent. The continental398

layers were recovered with similar amplitude loss but with better shape preservation. These399

tests are strong evidence that first order anisotropic mantle structure, including depth400

variations, should be faithfully imaged by our models.401

3.3 Tomography results: isotropic velocity models402

The shear velocity models can be seen in Figure 3, 5, S16, and 3-D models can be403

viewed interactively using the supplementary linked file brunsvik-tomog.html. A promi-404

nent fast velocity structure is observed furthest into the continent above about 200−405

300 km depth (extending to a maximum depth of ∼ 400 km). This structure is as much406

as 2% fast compared to any layer’s average. Within the +1% velocity isosurface of this407

feature, the mean wavespeed is +1.5%. The shallower (<∼200 km depth) portion of this408

is the cold, thick, continental interior lithosphere (cf. Savage, 2021). However, this fea-409

ture is near the edge of our array and only its basic structure is clear (Figure S9). The410

high velocity lithosphere shallows toward the ocean until it meets the most prominent411

slow-velocity feature in our model, in Virginia (∼ 38.5◦N, 79◦W). This is the previously412

imaged low-velocity Harrisonburg anomaly (HA) (e.g., Shen & Ritzwoller, 2016; Savage413

et al., 2017; Wagner et al., 2018). This feature dips oceanward from the surface. It is up414

to ∼ 5% slow at 70 km depth. The average velocity within the −1% slow isosurface of415

the HA is -1.9%. Oceanward of the HA, from ∼ −100 to 350 km horizontally in Fig-416

ure 5, we observe a low velocity anomaly just above the 410 km transition zone. This417

feature appears to connect to the HA.418

Several features in the model correspond with magnetic and gravity anomalies. A419

high velocity feature (up to ∼ 2% fast at 70 km depth) in southern Georgia closely fol-420

lows the trend of the Brunswick Magnetic Anomaly (BMA) and South Georgia Rift (SGR)421

(Figure 1 and 3). Beneath the OBSs, upper mantle velocity tends to be slower than on422

the continent. The offshore 70 km layer is 0-2% slow compared to the whole layer av-423

erage. A low velocity band above ∼ 100 km closely follows the trend of the East Coast424

Magnetic Anomaly (ECMA) and Positive Gravity Anomaly (PGA). This is in the bet-425

ter resolved portion of the offshore region, though resolution of such a fine structure is426

suspect given our recovery tests (Figure S9). We also note a low velocity feature, near427

the edge of the array and thus likely poorly resolved, that correlates with the Blake Spur428

Magnetic Anomaly (BSMA) (Figure 3). With caution regarding reduced ray coverage429

offshore, increased delay/splitting noise, and synthetic test results (Figure S9), we fo-430

cus our interpretation on only the dominant trends offshore. Some oceanic structures431

may be artifacts at the edge of our seismometer array. For instance, the nearly 3% slow432

anomaly at 72◦W, 35◦N, and 165 km depth is likely an artifact (Figure 3 and S16).433
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We also observe anomalies deep in the mantle. Checkerboard tests (Figure S9) sug-434

gest not to interpret the low velocity anomalies at 545 km depth offshore of Georgia and435

Florida. These features are outside the semblance > 0.8 contour (Figure 3 and S9). The436

< 3% fast velocity anomaly that is strongest beneath Tennessee near ∼ 400 km depth437

has been previously imaged (e.g., Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Biryol et al., 2016). We do not438

interpret the strong anomalies beneath about 660 km, which are less well resolved (Fig-439

ure S9) and may be a result of using steeply incident SK(K)S-PKS rays. Nevertheless,440

other body wave tomography models similarly show strong anomalies at such depths here441

(e.g., Schmandt & Lin, 2014; Golos et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019).442

3.4 Tomography results: anisotropy models443

The anisotropy models can be seen in Figure 4, 5, S16, and interactively in the sup-444

plemental linked file brunsvik-tomog.html. As a key result, we observe two layers of445

anisotropy, both onshore and offshore (Figure 5). Deeper than ∼ 100−150 km offshore,446

approximately within the asthenosphere, anisotropy is dominantly margin parallel (gen-447

erally > 1% fast). In the offshore lower lithosphere, anisotropy is generally margin-perpendicular/paleo-448

spreading parallel, up to about 0.8% fast. Our results do not place depth constraint on449

upper lithospheric anisotropy, and are instead primarily sensitive to the lower lithosphere.450

The cross-section in Figure 5 runs through the center of the OBSs to give the most re-451

liable sense of offshore anisotropy. However, lithospheric/asthenospheric layering becomes452

increasingly inconsistent away from the cross-section, where hit quality and resolution453

decrease (Figure 4). We suggest the model is strong evidence for lithosphere-asthenosphere454

anisotropic layering.455

On the continent, our model shows margin-parallel-fast anisotropy in the astheno-456

sphere (> 1% fast at 275 km depth) (Figure 4 and 5). This is consistent with dominantly457

margin parallel splitting from previous work (e.g., Yang et al., 2017). At 165 km depth458

and above, the model shows some margin-perpendicular anisotropy up to almost 1% fast459

in the Piedmont and coastal plain (North/South Carolina and Virginia). This is the same460

region where Long et al. (2016) observed dominantly null splitting. This shallower anisotropy461

is complex, pocketed with ∼ 100 km wavelength features. Margin-perpendicular-fast anisotropy462

is consistent with the Pn analysis of Buehler and Shearer (2017), which indicates margin-463

perpendicular-fast anisotropy just beneath the Moho in the coastal plain. This is also464

consistent with anisotropic surface-wave phase velocities in the low topography region465

east of the Appalachians, which rotate from margin parallel for periods longer than about466

77 s to margin perpendicular for periods between about 77 s and 40 s (Wagner et al.,467

2018). The continental lithosphere has complicated anisotropy, while asthenospheric anisotropy468

is dominantly margin parallel.469

4 Discussion470

Our shear velocity and anisotropy models inform hypotheses of rift and drift dy-471

namics, as well as interpretations of present day structures and processes. We first dis-472

cuss the velocity and anisotropy structures associated with rifting. Second, we discuss473

the transition from rifting to drifting. Third, we discuss processes and structures which474

likely occurred and developed during and after the formation of the passive margin. Fi-475

nally, we discuss the complex relationship between strain and anisotropy. Our observa-476

tions and interpretations are summarized in Figure 7.477

4.1 Rift structure478

Our velocity models show thick Precambrian lithosphere in the northwest, which479

thins toward the margin (Figure 3 and 5). At the HA, the lithosphere is greatly thinned.480

However, the precise depth of the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary is not easily es-481
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Figure 7. Schematic illustration of the structure and kinematics of ENAM. Red arrows and

blue crosses indicate the orientations of anisotropy. Black arrows indicate previous or current ex-

tension, compression, or mantle flow. Brown dikes are illustrated in the lithosphere. Olivine crys-

tals are illustrated with CPO. Red and green dots correspond to the same regions as in Figure 3

and 5. CPO: crystallographic-preferred orientation. AP: Appalachian plains. HA: Harrisonburg

Anomaly. COT: continent-ocean transition.

tablished using body-wave tomography, which has less sensitivity to variation in veloc-482

ity with depth than, for example, receiver functions (e.g., Yuan et al., 2017; Liu & Gao,483

2018).484

Near the South Georgia Rift (SGR), we observe a shallow, high velocity feature,485

about 2% fast (∼ 81◦W, 33◦N, 70 km depth) (Figure 3). This distinctly follows the Brunswick486

positive magnetic anomaly (BMA) and more subtly follows positive gravity anomalies.487

Wide-angle seismic results suggest that across the failed Georgia rift, high velocity ma-488

terial intruded the lower crust as part of the Central Atlantic Magmatic Province (CAMP)489

(Marzen et al., 2020). The imaged fast velocity feature is potentially crustal CAMP un-490

derplating, with recovery smeared vertically through the lithosphere according to syn-491

thetic tests (Figure S9 and S14). This fast feature extends from the SGR to the continent-492

ocean transition (COT), and arguably, to some extent, delineates the COT. The con-493

nection of the BMA- and SGR-correlated fast velocity anomaly to more fast velocity anoma-494

lies delineating the COT suggests that these fast features are of the same cause. Pos-495

sibly, igneous material from the initial phase of rifting, now solidified, eventually local-496

ized from the failed SGR to the COT as part of continental break-up. Alternatively, the497

fast features near the BMA might be related to an Alleghanian suture (e.g., Lizarralde498

et al., 1994; Hopper et al., 2016). This fast feature was not clearly resolved in recent man-499

tle tomography models, possibly due to the exclusion of margin-crossing data (e.g., Biryol500

et al., 2016; Wagner et al., 2018; Savage, 2021).501

Our models show laterally complex anisotropy on the continent, above ∼ 200 km502

depth (Figure 4 and 5). Many rifts exhibit extension-perpendicular (rift-parallel) anisotropy503

(e.g., Vauchez et al., 1998, 2000; Kendall et al., 2005; Eilon et al., 2014). This is in part504

due to shape-preferred orientation structures such as dike intrusions and melt lenses. How-505

ever, if extensional strain and consequent CPO dominates anisotropy, then extension par-506

allel splits should be seen (Tommasi et al., 1999). This is indeed observed in some well-507

developed rifts (Eilon et al., 2014, 2016) and at mid-ocean ridges (Wolfe & Solomon, 1998).508

We see a mix of margin parallel anisotropy (i.e., approximately parallel to the Appalachi-509

ans) and margin perpendicular anisotropy (i.e. approximately parallel to spreading) near510

the Piedmont and coastal plains (Figure 4 and 5). This is consistent with Aragon et al.511

(2017). Extension-induced CPO, now frozen in, may explain the lithospheric extension-512

parallel anisotropy (e.g., Tommasi et al., 1999). Fossil-melt shape-preferred orientation513

(SPO) may explain some margin parallel anisotropy. However, igneous SPO at rifts is514

attributed to the strong velocity contrast between melt and host material (e.g., Kendall515
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et al., 2005). This velocity contrast is strongly reduced once melt solidifies. Igneous SPO516

is a poor candidate for explaining present-day anisotropy, except perhaps near the HA,517

where melt may be present.518

The Appalachians also exhibit convergence-induced anisotropy that is frozen-in (e.g.,519

Long et al., 2016). Splitting is dominantly margin/orogen parallel at the west border of520

our anisotropic model, where rift deformation is less prominent (Figure 4). The compet-521

ing influence of convergence, extension, and possibly igneous SPO can produce the com-522

plex lithospheric anisotropy we imaged (Figure 4). Such complexity is further expected523

from laterally heterogeneous volcanism (e.g., Greene et al., 2020) and extension (e.g.,524

Withjack & Schlische, 2005).525

Orthogonal and effectively cancelling anisotropic layers is one proposed explana-526

tion for null splitting in portions of the continental coast (Wagner et al., 2012; Long et527

al., 2016). We imaged variations in anisotropy with depth, and in particular, the tran-528

sition to margin parallel in the asthenosphere (Figure 5). Depending on the local mag-529

nitudes of anisotropic layers, this is capable of causing null splitting. However, our re-530

sults cannot rule out the contributions of vertical mantle flow to null splitting measure-531

ments because we assumed a horizontal symmetry axis.532

4.2 Rift-drift transition533

4.2.1 Lithospheric structure534

Recent work suggests that proto-oceanic crust was emplaced during the transition535

from rifting to drifting between the East Coast magnetic anomaly (ECMA) and Blake536

Spur magnetic anomaly (BSMA) (Shuck et al., 2019; Bécel et al., 2020). We observe a537

shallow, ∼ 1.5% slow velocity anomaly above ∼ 100 km at the ocean which parallels538

the ECMA (∼ 74◦W, 35◦N) (Figure 3). No such feature or trend manifests in the anisotropy539

model. The gradient in velocity between fast values inboard of the ECMA and slow val-540

ues seaward of this lineament is suggestive of a relatively rapid contrast in lithospheric541

thickness (Figure 3, 5, and 7). This is consistent with localized crustal thinning observed542

by Lynner and Porritt (2017) and Li and Gao (2019). We are hesitant to over-interpret543

small-scale velocity anomalies beneath the ocean in our models. Synthetic tests indicate544

that resolution here is relatively poor (Figure S9 and S14). This slow anomaly may re-545

flect persistent continental crust remnant from the rifting process, but that assertion re-546

quires further investigation.547

There is limited detailed imaging of passive margins at a lithospheric scale to com-548

pare our results. In NW Namibia, receiver functions indicate a lithospheric feature that549

thins from 120 km to 80 km at the COT. Thinned lithosphere at rifted COTs may be550

a common theme (Figure 7). Because the private African dataset is the only other broad-551

band OBS dataset to cross a rifted passive margin, our results are some of the first de-552

tailed mantle-scale seismic models of a rifted COT.553

4.2.2 Preserved extensional fabric in transitional-oceanic lithosphere554

Globally, anisotropic fast directions within the oceanic lithosphere tend to align with555

paleo-spreading (e.g., Wolfe & Solomon, 1998; Becker et al., 2014). This supports the556

notion that upper mantle anisotropy develops parallel to plate motion and is then frozen557

within the lithosphere. Although the nearby Cretaceous Atlantic lithosphere shows spreading-558

parallel fast lithospheric anisotropy (Gaherty et al., 2004), splitting measurements off-559

shore at ENAM are instead margin-parallel-fast (Lynner & Bodmer, 2017). This could560

corroborate many other studies showing mismatch of anisotropy to paleo-spreading and561

absolute-plate-motion (e.g., Dunn et al., 2005; Takeo et al., 2016; Eilon & Forsyth, 2020).562
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Synthetic tests (Figure S15) suggest that simple layering is resolved in our mod-563

els, albeit with reduced amplitudes. We image margin parallel anisotropy in the astheno-564

sphere rather than lithosphere (> 1% anisotropy beneath ∼ 100 km). The asthenospheric565

anisotropy produces the surprising offshore splitting measurements (Figure 5). Margin566

parallel flow can explain the asthenospheric anisotropy (Section 4.3).567

We imaged approximately paleo-spreading-parallel anisotropy in the offshore lower568

lithosphere (Figure 4 and 5). This supports that the oceanic lithosphere preserves crystallographic-569

preferred orientation (CPO) of olivine which developed parallel to mid-ocean ridge spread-570

ing (e.g., Becker et al., 2014; Russell et al., 2019). We find this layering persists in our571

model, independent of regularization scheme or whether we assume no anisotropy be-572

neath 300 km (Figure S4 and S5). Synthetic tests (Figure S10 and S15) demonstrate that573

this result is robust, though we only expect to resolve heterogeneity beneath ∼ 70 km.574

Above this, it is possible that anisotropy rotates to be paleo-spreading perpendicular (e.g.,575

Shuck & Van Avendonk, 2016).576

Offshore ENAM, there are only global seismic models for comparison in the man-577

tle. Although global models are highly variable, they tend to show instead margin per-578

pendicular anisotropy in the asthenosphere and have little consensus in the lithosphere579

(see compilation of Schaeffer et al., 2016). Our models capture the offshore anisotropic580

layers ultimately absent in global models, demonstrating the importance of utilizing broad-581

band OBSs to accurately characterize the oceans.582

4.3 Active mantle processes at the passive margin583

The causes of low velocity anomalies at ENAM, in particular the prominent Har-584

risonburg anomaly (HA), are subject to debate (e.g., Chu et al., 2013; Mazza et al., 2014).585

High temperature and possibly partial melt may cause the HA. Savage (2021) estimated586

up to 2% melt based on the magnitude of their inverted Vs anomaly, and our velocity587

anomaly is of similar magnitude (about 5% slow). An abrupt increase in attenuation at588

the HA (Byrnes et al., 2019), high conductivity (Evans et al., 2019), and coincidence with589

48 Ma volcanics (Figure 1; Mazza et al., 2014) also suggests the presence of partial melt.590

The HA is associated with a dynamic topography anomaly, which likely resulted from591

buoyant mantle (Ramsay & Pysklywec, 2011; Rowley et al., 2013). Receiver functions592

indicate thinned lithosphere (Evans et al., 2019). Our models add to a preponderance593

of evidence that there is a present-day mantle upwelling that significantly perturbs the594

lithosphere beneath Harrisonburg, VA.595

Edge-driven convection (EDC) is density-driven flow that is excited by strong lat-596

eral gradients in temperature at the edge of cold, continental lithosphere (e.g., King &597

Ritsema, 2000; Shahnas & Pysklywec, 2004; King, 2007). This process may be impor-598

tant at ENAM (e.g., Ramsay & Pysklywec, 2011; Menke et al., 2016). Some have con-599

jectured that the HA represents the low wavespeed, low density upwelling limb of EDC600

along the margin (e.g., Savage et al., 2017; Byrnes et al., 2019). Our models are consis-601

tent with this theory. Despite relative tectonic quiescence in this region, the HA is the602

slowest feature in the models, suggesting active processes must maintain a velocity con-603

trast. The presence of well established, high velocity lithosphere beginning ∼ 400 km604

northwest from this feature is consistent with a cold, thick lithospheric edge where the605

downwelling limbs of convective cells could originate (Figure 5). Unfortunately, anisotropic606

coverage is limited where we interpret EDC. We are cautious to evaluate EDC mantle607

flow using the anisotropy model. However, we do not detect strong azimuthal anisotropy608

at the HA (Figure 5). This is (non-uniquely) consistent with EDC upwelling (e.g., Long609

et al., 2010). These structures match the geodynamic setting for EDC (e.g., King & An-610

derson, 1998).611

EDC upwellings can occur in laterally isolated cells (Ramsay & Pysklywec, 2011).612

Our model shows similar, lower amplitude anomalies elsewhere along the margin (Fig-613
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ure 3). The presence of a low velocity anomaly just above the 410 km mantle transition614

zone, southeast of the HA (Figure 5), may further be associated with EDC. This could615

result from a convection cell or upwelling feature between the COT and the HA. Some616

3-D EDC models might predict similar features (Kaislaniemi & Van Hunen, 2014). Mod-617

elling of the analogous African margin (Kaislaniemi & Van Hunen, 2014) also suggests618

a margin-parallel component of flow is possible with EDC. This could explain some dis-619

connect between the expected margin perpendicular convective flow and anisotropy. The620

EDC-like low-velocity anomalies imaged here are in addition to the low velocity Geor-621

gia anomaly (only peripherally imaged here: Biryol et al., 2016), a low velocity mantle622

anomaly in Texas (Pollitz & Mooney, 2016), and the Northern Appalachian Anomaly623

(Menke et al., 2016). EDC is an attractive theory for explaining a variety of discontin-624

uous, short-wavelength, upper mantle velocity features imaged here and elsewhere with-625

out invoking multiple processes (Menke et al., 2016).626

There are other possible causes of the HA. Although fertile mantle with reduced627

Mg# can decrease Vs, a reasonable Mg# likely only contributes -1% dVs (Pollitz & Mooney,628

2016). Volatiles, possibly originating from the subducted Farallon slab (Van Der Lee et629

al., 2008), could also reduce velocity. However, velocity reduction is likely less than 3%630

(Pollitz & Mooney, 2016; Savage, 2021), and the anomaly is at least 5% slow in our mod-631

els. Plume presence (Chu et al., 2013) may not be supported. We see no low velocity plume632

track connected to the HA in our results and others (Pollitz & Mooney, 2016), and melt-633

ing temperatures were too cold (Mazza et al., 2014).634

Another frequently invoked geodynamic process beneath ENAM is delamination635

of the lithosphere. In this scenario, the HA results from asthenospheric return flow (e.g.,636

Mazza et al., 2014; Biryol et al., 2016; Byrnes et al., 2019). Previous delamination may637

have carved the lithospheric gap and promoted EDC (e.g., Byrnes et al., 2019). Simi-638

larly, if a plume did erode the lithosphere, the modified lithospheric topography may have639

promoted asthenospheric inflow or EDC (Tao et al., 2021).640

The increase in lithospheric thickness moving into the craton (the keel) might have641

an important influence on mantle flow. The keel can redirect horizontally flowing man-642

tle around the continent, producing keel-parallel flow. Some splitting trends in the con-643

tinent have been attributed to this phenomenon (e.g., Fouch et al., 2000; Yang et al.,644

2017). Our model shows margin parallel asthenospheric anisotropy well within the con-645

tinent (Figure 5), consistent with keel-deflected flow. Similarly, we note that a step in646

the thickness of the lithosphere at the COT could promote margin parallel flow (e.g.,647

Wang & Becker, 2019).648

4.3.1 Offshore asthenospheric flow and anisotropy649

Density-driven flow may also contribute to margin parallel anisotropy offshore ENAM650

(Lynner & Bodmer, 2017). Globally, asthenospheric anisotropy beneath the oceans tends651

to align with plate motion, with maximum match at ∼ 200 km depth (Becker et al., 2014).652

Limited data makes this trend difficult to assess at rifted continent-ocean transitions.653

In the asthenosphere, our model can resolve the first order anisotropic structure (Fig-654

ure S15). The model shows instead anisotropy perpendicular to current plate motion and655

paleo-spreading (Figure 1 and 5).656

Plate motion has only a partial control on asthenospheric shear, and inclusion of657

density-driven flow is needed to explain anisotropy in much of the oceanic asthenosphere658

(Becker et al., 2014). Density driven flow could help explain oceanic margin-parallel anisotropy659

seen in the deeper layers of our models (Lynner & Bodmer, 2017). The two layer lithosphere-660

asthenosphere mantle flow model of Wang and Becker (2019) predicted margin-perpendicular661

splitting offshore. By adding 3-D flow driven by density anomalies, splitting becomes more662

margin parallel (Wang & Becker, 2019). Some other density-driven mantle flow models663

also show approximately margin parallel flow here (e.g., Rowley et al., 2013).664
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4.4 Relationship between anisotropic fabric and strain665

The fast polarization of splitting is usually assumed to indicate modern mantle de-666

formation (e.g., Zhang & Karato, 1995). However, recent experiments have revealed sev-667

eral complexities in mantle CPO development (e.g., Skemer & Hansen, 2016) that re-668

quire consideration of time-integrated strain patterns (Kaminski & Ribe, 2002). For ex-669

ample, static annealing can modify otherwise steady CPO through time (Boneh et al.,670

2017). Our model does show some paleo-spreading perpendicular anisotropy in the off-671

shore lithosphere (Figure 4), albeit where resolution is reduced (Figure S9). Since this672

is nearly 200 ma lithosphere, static annealing may partially account for reoriented CPO.673

If CPO is already present, then overprinting fabrics to reflect changed asthenospheric674

flow can require substantial strain, sometimes up to several hundred percent (Skemer et675

al., 2012; Boneh & Skemer, 2014; Boneh et al., 2015). For small strain, CPO may be in676

a transient state and not reflect modern asthenospheric flow in a simple way. CPO may677

similarly be in a transient state if asthenospheric flow orientation changes over small spa-678

tial and temporal scales (Kaminski & Ribe, 2002; Skemer et al., 2012). Anisotropy may679

not clearly reflect asthenospheric flow in convective systems spanning short distances,680

or where mantle flow changes through time, such as EDC (e.g. Kaislaniemi & Van Hunen,681

2014). In the asthenosphere, our anisotropy model shows some heterogeneity at wave-682

lengths down to ∼ 100 km (Figure 4). We speculate that flow at this scale might have683

produced transient state anisotropy with fast orientations not clearly reflecting modern684

mantle flow. Northwest of the HA, within the asthenosphere, we predict margin-perpendicular685

EDC to produce margin-perpendicular anisotropy. However, we observe complicated, yet686

more dominantly margin parallel, anisotropy. This may be a result of transient-state CPO.687

In contrast, for larger-scale margin parallel asthenospheric flow, particularly beneath the688

ocean, CPO should reach steady state and produce margin parallel anisotropy. This matches689

the more strongly margin-parallel asthenospheric anisotropy offshore (Figures 3 and 4).690

5 Conclusion691

We present S-wave tomography models from a passive broadband dataset span-692

ning the continent-ocean transition of the eastern North American rifted margin (ENAM).693

Our inversion technique places depth constraints on isotropic and anisotropic structures.694

It also resolves trade-offs present in single-parameter inversions by simultaneous fitting695

of travel time and shear wave splitting data. The resultant models provide the first high-696

resolution images of seismic velocity and azimuthal anisotropy to sub-lithospheric depth697

across the margin.698

Offshore, we find that the rifted continental to oceanic lower lithosphere preserves699

extension-parallel anisotropy. Onshore, complex lithospheric anisotropy likely reflects the700

competing effects of extension and convergence over several Wilson cycles. In the astheno-701

sphere, margin parallel anisotropy dominates. This may reflect mantle flow due to den-702

sity gradients or pressure gradients associated with a step in lithospheric thickness. Isotropic703

velocities within the continent show the thick, high-velocity continental keel inboard of704

the Appalachians and the low-velocity Harrisonburg Anomaly associated with Eocene705

volcanics. This latter feature, together with other small-wavelength velocity anomalies,706

are consistent with edge-driven convection and other active mantle flow processes at the707

passive margin.708

These results, made possible by an unusual amphibious broadband dataset, demon-709

strate the dynamic and complex nature of mantle processes at the rifted continent-ocean710

transition. This study, together with other products of the ENAM-CSE, reinforces the711

importance of shoreline-crossing instrumentation.712
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1. Description of interactive tomography model file brunsvik-tomog.html

Introduction

This supporting document contains details and figures regarding multi-channel cross-

correlation and tomography, as well as tests for resolution, regularization, and for synthetic

splitting predictions using a ray-based approach. We included an interactive tomography

model figure as brunsvik-tomog.html.

S1. Multi-channel cross-correlation

We used multi-channel cross-correlation (MCCC) to measure splitting and differential

travel times (VanDecar & Crosson, 1990). Traditionally, travel time differences between

each pair of stations are measured through cross-correlation to produce the data vector

d. These delay times constitute the model vector m, which are self-consistent differential

travel times we seek. These vectors are linearly related through Gm = d. Differential
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travel times are inverted using weighted least squares. The additional steps we employ

to jointly measure splitting with differential travel times is described in Section 2.1 and

Eilon, Abers, and Gaherty (2016).

S1.1. Delay time datasets, processing, and quality control

The seismic array we use has a total aperture of ∼ 1500 km east-west and ∼ 1000 km

north-south. We used shear-wave arrivals from earthquakes between 30◦ and 151◦. We

used a distance-dependent MW cutoff to select events for processing. The minimum MW

cutoff varies linearly between MW > 5.5 at a distance of 30◦ to MW > 6.5 for events at

135◦ (e.g., Liu & Gao, 2018). This gives 2326 candidate earthquakes.

We collected splitting and differential travel time datasets from a combination of novel

measurements and previously published data. First, we measured differential travel times

and splitting times at all stations in our meta-array. We retained splitting times in the

coastal region, but discarded these and used only the differential travel times over a wider

region (Figure S1 and 2). In addition to this dataset, we processed OBSs a second time,

primarily to reduce sparsity of OBS data. For this second dataset, we did not reject wave-

forms automatically. We manually inspected and considered all waveforms to ensure that

signals with good quality were not rejected. Still, due to a shorter deployment interval and

a noisier station environment, we obtained fewer travel time and splitting measurements

at offshore stations than onshore. To account for this difference in data power within

the inversion, we upweighted all OBS measurements by a compensating factor (3x) in the

tomography. Third, we incorporated SK(K)S-PKS splitting measurements from the liter-

ature in our anisotropic region (Figure 1), which were measured using standard splitting

techniques (Long et al., 2016; Lynner & Bodmer, 2017; Yang et al., 2017).
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We applied the following quality control and data processing prior to MCCC inversions.

We removed instrument responses and rotated OBSs to north and east using instrument

orientations measured from surface wave polarizations (Lynner & Bodmer, 2017). We

rejected body wave arrivals with signal-to-noise ratios less than 2.8 for land stations

or 2 for OBSs. We removed phase arrivals which had less than ∼ 10 s of separation

from another phase. For arrivals with strongly non-linear particle motion, we found our

splitting measurements unreliable. Elliptical particle motion for one earthquake’s phase

arrival, stacked across the array, could also indicate strong source-side splitting. We

excluded earthquakes with particle motion ellipticity on the stacked waveform > 0.33.

We chose this number by visually inspecting the splitting corrected waveforms for quality,

in particular, the similarity and alignment of the splitting corrected S -pulses. We defined

ellipticity as the ratio of minimum to maximum eigenvalues of the horizontal particle

motion covariance matrix (e.g., Silver & Chan, 1991). We applied a Butterworth band pass

filter with high- and low-pass frequencies hand-selected for each earthquake to maximize

clarity of the pulse while retaining high frequency energy. The average low- and high-pass

frequencies were 0.129 Hz and 0.031 Hz, respectively. After applying MCCC, we rejected

measurements which exhibited cycle skipping, had a cross-correlation coefficient with the

waveform stack of less than 0.55 for land stations or 0.4 for OBSs, or had increased

ellipticity of particle motion. We also rejected waveforms with visually dissimilar pulse

shapes or which maintained misalignment of the pulses after applying MCCC.

S1.2. Dependence of MCCC on particle motion polarization

The occurrence of detectable splitting depends on the particle motion polarization rela-

tive to the anisotropic symmetry axis. We assume a symmetry axis parallel to φ = N33◦E.
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Where particle motion is parallel or perpendicular to φ, we expect no splitting. For S-wave

arrivals with mean polarization measured to be within 22.5◦ of φ, we used the standard

MCCC process to measure only δT‖, the differential travel times at all stations for quasi-S

waves polarized parallel to the margin. Similarly, for S-wave arrivals with mean polar-

ization measured to be less than 22.5◦ from the perpendicular to φ, we measured only

δT⊥. Where particle motion polarization is between 22.5◦ and 67.5◦ from φ, splitting may

occur. In this case, we used cross-correlation between each station pair allowing us to

measure both δT⊥ and δT‖. At each individual station, we cross-correlated the margin-

parallel and margin-perpendicular horizontal components to measure the splitting times

dTsplt at each station (Eilon et al., 2016). The resulting quasi-shear wave splitting and

differential travel times become the data inputs for our tomographic inversion.

S2. Tomography parameterization

We followed the methodology of Eilon et al. (2016) in applying several key assumptions

to reduce the number of independent elastic tensor parameters to two. First, we assume a

hexagonal elastic tensor with horizontal symmetry axis of fixed orientation throughout the

model to simplify the elastic tensor to 5 independent parameters from 23 (21 elastic and 2

orientation parameters). As noted in Section 2.2, the fixed symmetry axis is not equivalent

to assuming a fixed fast orientation, and the assumption is justified by observations of

simple splitting from SKS data. Under this parameterization, a shear wave with vertical

incidence is already fully described by V‖ and V⊥. By assuming that the anisotropic

parameter η = 1, VPav = νVSav where ν = 1.8, and that P and S anisotropy are equal,

the elastic tensor can be parameterized as a function of only two values, V‖ and V⊥, for

arbitrarily incident rays.
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For a ray propagating at an angle ζ to the horizontal hexagonal symmetry axis, the two

quasi-shear wave velocities that result from the Christoffel equations are VSH and VSV .

VSH is always perpendicular to the hexagonal symmetry axis and is precisely calculable

on the basis of V‖ and V⊥. VSV is more complex. We assume the VSV wave is polarized

in the vertical plane, which contains the ray propagation path (Eilon et al., 2016). The

wavespeed, VSV , is then approximated by a function varying symmetrically about ζ = 45◦

between 0◦ and 90◦. The error associated with this assumption is small and discussed in

Eilon et al. (2016). The quasi-shear wave velocities are thus:

VSH(ζ) =
√
V 2
⊥ sin2 ζ + V 2

‖ cos2 ζ

VSV (ζ) ≈
√
V 2
‖ cos2 2ζ +

(
ν2
[
V 2
‖ − V 2

⊥

]
/4 + V 2

‖

)
sin2 2ζ

Based on our assumptions, Vsh and Vsv correspond directly to the two split quasi-S wave

velocities. This paramaterization achieves two key goals: 1) The assumption of fixed

symmetry axis makes the splitting process straightforwardly additive (rather than strongly

non-commutative). 2) These expressions allow for analytical differentiation of delay times

with respect to model parameters. This enables efficient utilization of Newton’s method

to solve the non-linear inversion.

S3. Crustal corrections and static terms

The relationship between data and model involves integrating slowness through the

model, accounting for event and station static terms, and applying a crustal correction.

The model is m =
{
V⊥,V‖, δTevt, δTsta,dTevt,dTsta

}
which is related to data as d =

g (m) + δTcrust (these terms are defined below) (Eilon et al., 2016). Note that the symbol

δ corresponds to isotropic travel times and d to splitting times.
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We applied a priori crustal corrections δTcrust to account for the influence of known

crustal heterogeneity on delay times (Figure S2; e.g., Sandoval et al., 2004). We remove

the travel times which deviate from those of a mean crust with thickness h = 39 km and

V s = 3.5 km/s. We adjust arrival times of all stations to account for elevation, correcting

to sea level. We use the crustal velocity and depth model of Shen and Ritzwoller (2016)

for the continental crust and Shuck, Van Avendonk, and Bécel (2019) for the oceanic

crust. The crustal corrections, ray-averaged at each station, can be seen in Figure S2.

Shallow structure is not formally resolvable using body wave tomography, given the

average station spacing of about 70 km. To account for error in a priori crustal correction

terms, or stations for which crustal values are not independently constrained, we also

solved for damped station static travel time terms δTsta and event travel time terms δTevt.

Direct S phase source splitting can be several seconds and contaminate our anisotropy

model. This is solved for as event splitting static terms dTevt. Source-side splitting is

thus parsed out separately from splitting in the mantle anisotropy model. Station static

splitting terms dTsta account for anisotropy that is too shallow to resolve in the main

model.

S4. Finite frequency approximation

We account for finite frequency effects using simplified, ray-based kernels (Schmandt

& Humphreys, 2010). First, we conduct ray tracing using the reference IASP91 1-D

velocity model (Kennett & Engdahl, 1991). Each travel time was calculated using δt =∫∫∫
⊕K(x)/δv (x) d3x where K(x) is the sensitivity kernel and δv is the perturbational

velocity (δv depends on anisotropy as described in Section S2). We use a modified version

of Eq. 2 from Schmandt and Humphreys (2010) to approximate the sensitivity kernel
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K(x), ignoring the region outside the first Fresnel zone:

K(RN) ≈ A

sin

(
π
(

RN

RF1
(DR,DRmax,fc)

)2)
∫ RN

0

∫ 2π

0
sin

(
π
(

RN

RF1
(DR,DRmax,fc)

)2)
dθdRN

(1)

where RN is the ray-normal distance, RF1 is the first Fresnel zone radius, DR is along-ray

distance, DRmax is the total ray length, and fc is the center frequency used when cross-

correlating waveforms. The denominator involves an integral in the plane normal to the

ray. For a given ray, the denominator varies only as a function of DR. The denominator

scales the sensitivity along DR to account for increase in RF1 with DR.

Similar to Schmandt and Humphreys (2010), we calculate A by assuming equiv-

alence of travel time sensitivity using both ray and finite frequency approaches:∫∫∫
⊕K(x)/vref (x)d3x =

∫
1

vref (DR)
dDR where vref is the 1-D reference velocity. For cal-

culating A, we only perform the integrals in the volume and along the ray corresponding

to the portion of the ray where RF1 is contained completely within our model.

We approximate the first fresnel zone radius by assuming that all energy is contained at

the center frequency fc and that ray bending is insignificant. Then, the first Fresnel zone

(i.e. the ray normal distance such that a reflector will cause a ray to arrive at a station

with π phase lag compared to the direct ray) is:

RF1 ≈

√
v

fc

DR (DRmax −DR)

DRmax

(2)

S5. Regularization

We conducted L-tests, which aid in determining the optimal model length penalty weight

(ε) and second derivative roughness penalty weight (γ). We grid searched possible values

of ε and γ and chose ε = 22 and γ = 4.2 to minimize a regularization penalty function
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P (ε, γ) (Figure S3). P is a linear combination of roughness, model norm, and data

residual. We gave relative penalty weights to model length ‖m (ε, γ) ‖ and roughness

‖m′′ (ε, γ) ‖ using

A = (1− 0.2) ‖m‖+ 0.2‖m′′‖

We accounted for data misfit using

B = 1− vrw

where vrw is weighted variance reduction. Then, we calculated the final penalty as

P = (1− 0.35)

(
A−min(A)

max(A)−min(A)

)
+ 0.35

(
B −min (B)

max (B)−min (B)

)
We also evaluated P when considering independently the splitting times/anisotropy

model, or the differential travel times/isotropic velocity model (not reported here for

brevity). We accordingly decreased anisotropy damping by 25% and increased anisotropy

smoothing by 150% relative to velocity.

S6. Spike tests

Spike tests (Figure S11 and S12) indicate resolution and have a valuable mathematical

meaning (Rawlinson & Spakman, 2016). They provide insight into the model resolution

matrix, R, whose rows can be thought of as the impulse response function of the inversion

(Menke, 2012). Each row of R thus indicates the influence of one “true” model parameter

on each inverted model parameter. Because it is often computationally infeasible to

calculate the full resolution matrix, a spike test – using an input model that is zero at all

nodes except for node i – is often used as a proxy for row i of R. Note that in practice we

must use a box-car or small spherical input rather than a true delta spike (e.g., Rickers

et al., 2013). The results of this test are described in Section 3.2.
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S7. Squeezing test

We conducted a squeezing test to assess the depth extent which the data require sig-

nificant velocity heterogeneity and anisotropy. We ran the tomographic inversion with

the constraint that dV s and anisotropy are 0 beneath some squeezing depth, zsqz (Figure

S13). We varied this squeezing depth parameter, evaluating how variance reduction and

model norm changed as a quantitative metric for the depth range over which our data

require model structure. Variance reduction of delay times is a metric for consistency

of the model with the data. Note that differential travel times correspond primarily to

isotropic velocity, and splitting times correspond to anisotropy.

Differential travel time variance reduction continues to increase significantly as the

squeezing depth increases, to zsqz ≥ 1080km. This suggests the data require velocity

heterogeneity to the 1080 km base of the model. Previous body wave tomography models

suggest that structures associated with delamination, convection, sinking slabs, or other

processes extend to similar depths (e.g., Golos et al., 2018). Since our focus is on tectonics

and mantle-plate dynamics, we do not interpret structures deeper than 660 km.

Splitting time variance reduction continues to increase as zsqz increases. However, this

gradient is modest. This suggests the splitting data do not strictly require deep structure.

However, the anisotropy model norm increases with increasing zsqz. With unsqueezed

anisotropy, deep anisotropy magnitude matches shallow anisotropy magnitude (Figure S4

and S5). We interpret that splitting measurement error is mapped toward the base of

the model if not squeezed. Differential travel measurements will also be partially mapped

to the deep anisotropy model due to trade-off between anisotropy and velocity. The

squeezing test corroborates our decision to permanently squeeze the anisotropy model to
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what we a priori believe is the maximum likely anisotropy depth: 300 km (Chang et al.,

2015).

File brunsvik-tomog.html Three dimensional view of anisotropy and velocity model;

same as Figure S16. dVs isosurfaces are at ±1.2%,±2.2%. Anisotropy isosurfaces are at

±0.5%,±1.0%. Model only plotted where hit quality > 0.7. Moho adapted from Shen

and Ritzwoller (2016) and Shuck et al. (2019). Simply open this file in a web browser to

view. Turn on and off different layers (anisotropy, velocity, Moho, and topography) by

clicking on their labels.
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Figure S1. This shows the stations we use (triangles) and previous splitting measurements.

The 30 OBSs and 3 land stations that were deployed as part of the ENAM-CSE are shown

in orange. Dark blue triangles are the Transportable Array (TA). Other triangles are other

networks. The white line shows the boundary between stations used for splitting and stations

used only for delay times. Splitting delay times and orientations at OBSs (Lynner & Bodmer,

2017) and land stations (Long et al., 2016; Yang et al., 2017) are shown as black lines. Colors

and contours illustrate mismatch between splitting measurements from the literature and the

best matching quasi-S wave polarization predicted from our assumed hexagonal symmetry axis

orientation (i.e. N33◦E +n90◦). The mismatch thus varies only between −45◦ and 45◦ as it is

equally acceptable for fast axes to be parallel or perpendicular to the symmetry axis, but our

assumptions break down for mismatch of 45◦. This mismatch is interpolated onto a grid using

a Gaussian filter. A white contour is drawn roughly at 25◦ mismatch, which we use to limit the

bounds of stations used for measuring splitting. OBS: ocean-bottom seismometer. ENAM-CSE:

Eastern North American margin community seismic experiment.
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Figure S2. Crustal values and corrections which are applied to the differential travel time

data. Top left shows Moho depth and right shows crustal velocity, which is used to calculate

crustal corrections. The velocity and Moho profiles of Shen and Ritzwoller (2016) and Shuck et

al. (2019) are used for the continental and oceanic crust, respectively. Bottom shows calculated

crustal travel time in excess of what would be spent in a laterally homogenous crust. The plots

show averages at each station. These values are removed from differential travel times to perform

the crustal correction.
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Figure S3. L-test used to determine the appropriate regularization parameters ε and γ for

damping and second derivative smoothing respectively. The chosen values ε = 4.2 and γ = 22

are plotted as black dots. (Top) Lines of constant γ and varied ε, showing linear combination

of roughness and norm versus the consequent variance reduction. The black line delineates the

maximum trade-off between norm/roughness and variance reduction. (Bottom) Surface showing

the penalty (linear combination of model norm, roughness, and residual) associated with each

set of ε and γ.
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Figure S4. Model where anisotropy was permitted at all depths. See Figure 4 for more

description.
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 fast
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Figure S5. Model where anisotropy was permitted at all depths. See Figure 5 for more

description.
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Figure S6. Results of synthetic splitting applied and measured by propagating a Gaussian

pulse through the final inverted velocity and anisotropy model. (a) Split and splitting corrected

fast (F) and slow (S) polarization components. (b) Split and splitting corrected radial (R) and

transverse (T) components. (c) Transverse energy remaining after correcting for splitting. The

location of minimum energy, which is plotted with a cross, indicates the splitting time and fast

polarization.
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Figure S7. An example of our MCCC results. One earthquake’s arrival at several stations

are simultaneously plotted. The seismograms are rotated to have one component parallel to the

anisotropic symmetry axis, u‖, and the other component perpendicular, u⊥. On the left, the

waveforms are aligned by their arrival times predicted from a 1-D velocity model. On the right,

results are shifted according to the MCCC inverted differential travel times and splitting times.

The top shows waveforms. The bottom shows particle motions, with each color corresponding

to a different station. MCCC: Multi-channel cross-correlation.
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Figure S8. Same as Figure 2, but with results averaged at each station. Times shown are

the weighted average of each measurement at a station. The size of a dot represents the number

of observations at that station. OBS (plotted as triangles) sizes are multiplied by 8. Sizes are

capped between 10 and 150 for clarity. The colorbar for splitting times is capped between −0.5

s and 0.5 s for this figure only.
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Figure S9. Checkerboard tests for velocity. The top three rows are input and bottom three

are output structure. See Figure 3 for more description.
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Figure S10. Same as Figure S9, but for anisotropy. See Figure 4 for more description.
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Figure S11. Spike tests using a single spherical spike with a radius of 85 km and center at

165 km depth. Top three rows show input and bottom three rows show output. See Figure 3 for

more description.
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Figure S12. Same as Figure S11, but for anisotropy. Top two rows are input and bottom two

rows are output structure. See Figure 4 for more description.
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Figure S13. Results of the squeezing test. The squeezing depth zsqz was varied from 0 km

to 1080 km. All structure with z > zsqz was assumed to be 0. For each squeezing depth, the

resulting model norms for both velocity and anisotropy are shown. The variance reduction of

splitting times is shown for the anisotropy figure, while the variance reduction of differential

travel times is shown for the velocity figure.
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Figure S14. This shows the velocity synthetic input-output tests, where the inputs are chosen

to correspond with specific possible observations. Input is top three rows, output is bottom three

rows. See Figure 3 for more description.
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Figure S15. Same as Figure S14, but for anisotropy. See Figure 4 for more description.
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Figure S16. Three-dimensional view of velocity and anisotropy models. dVs isosur-

faces are at ±1.2%,±2.2%. Anisotropy isosurfaces are at ±0.5%,±1.0%. Model only plotted

where hit quality > 0.7. These files can be viewed interactively using the supplementary file

brunsvik-tomog.html.
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